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Ubuntu 8.10 Linux BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
A Linux distribution is basically the sum of the things that you need to run Linux on your computer. There are many different Linux distributions, each with its own target audience, set of features, administrative tools, and fan club, the latter of which is more properly known as a user community. Putting aside the downright fanatics, most of the...
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iPhone: The Missing Manual: Covers iPhone 4 & All Other Models with iOS 4 SoftwarePogue Press, 2010

	
		With multitasking and more than a 100 other new features, iPhone 4.0 is a real treat, cooked up with Apple's traditional secret sauce of simplicity, intelligence, and whimsy. iPhone: The Missing Manual gives you a guided tour of everything the new iPhone has to offer, with lots of tips, tricks, and surprises. Learn how to...
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The Wall Street Professional's Survival Guide: Success Secrets of a Career CoachFT Press, 2010

	This is the only complete, up-to-date, and practical guide for financial industry professionals seeking new or better jobs in today’s brutally competitive environment. Author Roy Cohen spent more than 10 years providing outplacement services to Goldman Sachs’ employees. In this book, he shares finance-specific...
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Starting Out with C++ Brief: From Control Structures through Objects (6th Edition)Addison Wesley, 2009

	Welcome to the Brief Version of Starting Out with C++: From Control Structures through
	Objects, 6th edition. This book is intended for use in a one or two-semester C++ programming
	course. Students new to programming, as well as those with prior course work in
	other languages, will find this text beneficial. The fundamentals of...
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Beginning Java 8 Language Features: Lambda Expressions, Inner Classes, Threads, I/O, Collections, and StreamsApress, 2014

	Beginning Java 8 Language Features covers essential and advanced features of the Java programming language such as the new lambda expressions (closures), inner classes, threads, I/O, Collections, garbage collection, streams, and more. Author Kishori Sharan provides over 60 diagrams and 290 complete programs to help you visualize and...
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CouchDB: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2010

	
		Three of CouchDb's creators show you how to use this document-oriented database as a standalone application framework or with high-volume, distributed applications. With its simple model for storing, processing, and accessing data, CouchDb is ideal for web applications that handle huge amounts of loosely structured data. That...
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Working with Coders: A Guide to Software Development for the Perplexed Non-TechieApress, 2017

	Get introduced to the fascinating world inhabited by the professional software developer. Aimed at a non-technical audience, this book aims to de-obfuscate the jargon, explain the various activities that coders undertake, and analyze the specific pressures, priorities, and preoccupations that developers are prone to. In each case it offers...
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In the Godfather Garden: The Long Life and Times of Richie "the Boot" Boiardo (Rivergate Regionals Collection)Rutgers University Press, 2013

	In the Godfather Garden is the true story of the life of Richie “the Boot” Boiardo, one of the most powerful and feared men in the New Jersey underworld. The Boot cut his teeth battling the Jewish gang lord Abner Longy Zwillman on the streets of Newark during Prohibition and endured to become one of the East Coast’s...
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Avid Media Composer 6.x CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012

	Overview:

	

	An expert and clear resource filled with highly effective "recipes" of easy to follow steps for those at all experience levels. Gain Avid Media Composer (and Avid Symphony) essentials and far beyond, including techniques, tips, tricks,...
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More Than Enough: Claiming Space for Who You Are (No Matter What They Say)Viking Adult, 2019

	INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER

	

	WINNER OF THE 2020 NAACP IMAGE AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING LITERARY WORK — BIOGRAPHY/AUTOBIOGRAPHY

	

	NOW OPTIONED FOR DEVELOPMENT AS A TV SERIES BY PARAMOUNT TELEVISION STUDIOS AND ANONYMOUS CONTENT

	

	“The...
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Absolute Beginner's Guide to eBay (3rd Edition)Que, 2005
On any given day there are more than 7 million items listed for auction at ebay (ebay), the world's largest online trading community. At the end of its last fiscal quarter, ebay had 49.7 million registered users, more than double the number of users just two years previous. It is estimated that $9.3 billion worth of merchandise, in more than 423...
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Java and XMLO'Reilly, 2000
Two hot topics come together in this developer's guide from Brett  McLaughlin, Java and XML. Both Java and XML are cross-platform technologies; by using Java for code and XML for transporting data, you can build truly portable applications. This title is aimed at intermediate to advanced programmers; while XML topics are explained more or...
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